Greek God Interview Magazine Article
In order to complete this portion of the project, pretend to interview the
character you chose. You are the person asking questions. Assume you
know nothing about your character and are trying to learn about them.
Though you already know the information, this will help others learn about
your character through a different mode of learning.
TASK: Pretend you are interviewing your Greek mythology character. You
need to ask them AT LEAST five questions or more. THREE of those
questions MUST be information about your character.
Introduction:
 Begin your interview with introducing yourself and what you do.
 Tell the reader what date it is and the time. (Pick a date in the period
of Ancient Greece)
 What is the setting of the location you are interviewing your character?
 Describe what the weather conditions are like where you are?
 Introduce your character using a good description of what your
character is doing at the moment.
Main Body:
Ask your questions with a response from the character –the answer should
follow under each question you ask. Have fun with it. Make it funny and
witty. Remember who, what, where, when, why and how are questions
starters.
Conclusion:
Thank your character for their interview and wrap it up with stating your
name again and let the reader know what they will be seeing more of from
your character in the future.
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Interview with Hades: Hottest God of
the Underworld
By Mrs. Eigenman

Reporting live from the underworld, I am Mrs. Eigenman, 6th grade news reporter for Lemmon
Valley. I am really sweating down here, since the temperature must be 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
Fully protective gear is a must for a mortal like me to withstand such high heat. My gear includes
insulated clothing with a breathing apparatus. This will be a short interview, because I definitely do
not want to get stuck in Hades grip. I have just traveled from the surface of the Earth to Hades in the
year 500 B.C.E. This is a desolate place, lit up in red fire, decorated with molten caves, sprinkled
with souls floating about, and mounds of gold everywhere. I’m sitting with Hades right now as he
gloats in his throne made of gold and bezel with diamonds.

Mrs. Eigenman: What are your feelings about your little brother Zeus ruling Mt.
Olympus while you are stuck down here?
Hades: I don’t mind it. I love it down here, with all my gold and dead souls working
for me. Not only that, but I have the best management to run my operations. No
one collects my money better than Charon on the river of Styx.
Mrs. Eigenman: What do you do with the riches of the underworld?
Hades: I bathe in it of course!
Mrs. Eigenman: Which brother do you love more?
Hades: Zeus, because Poseidon puts out my fire every time he comes to my palace.
He is just so annoying with his trident.
Mrs. Eigenman: If a war happened and Olympus was threatened, would you help
them?
Hades: Yes, of course, because the Olympic gods are my family, and besides who
doesn’t love a good war. Especially since war allows me to collect more souls, more
souls, “Mo Money!” Hey what can I say, I love my family, even though they make
me miserable, and they make it hard for me to get rid of a grudge.
Mrs. Eigenman: Do you have any pets?
Hades: Yes, I have my amazing dog named Cerberus. He is a special Olympic
breed, who has three heads and a spiked tail. It makes my night when I play fetch
with him. It’s fun to watch the three heads gnash their teeth on the many bones I
throw at them.
Mrs. Eigenman: Well, thanks for the interview Hades. It’s getting a little too hot
down here and I see Cronos coming. Again, this is Mrs. Eigenman; expect to see
Hades in the future on Fortune Magazine as his riches continue to grow.
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